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As we work across various corporations: Banks, Startups, Defense
Contractors, Yoga Schools, Monastery, Tao Centers, Mosques and other
places of education, including NBA, where superstars like Lebron James,
educate children in communities, or P. Diddy, that educates youth by music,
where you can hear Dr Dre notes, very distinct, between east and west coast.
So does basketball players style, for example Stephen Curry, where young kids
inspired by his work ethic, copy the style and body gestures. In working with
startups and corporates, it's not any different. Over time, we build a reputation,
if you are the good guys, on virtue, accountability, loyalty, that builds long
lasting relationships. If you don't have that, you end up paying for it, for
example $4 billion in a social network.

Chapter: Entrepreneurship Survival - Cost: Traditional
Venture Capital - Show the #Money, but not Give - vs



#NFT #WEB3 #metaverse #multiverses #crypto #bitcoin
#developers & #investors - Holding Shares & Equity -
Money Management / Earn & Burn

Now that we have equal and/or greater number of Black Lives Matter investors, aggregated more
than White Collar Venture Capital generated Machine Entrepreneurs, we have to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of this competition in 2022. Holding the money, in between cash
and coin. Understanding valuations, and records of investors, if taking money from outside
investors. Check their Wikipedia and Linkedin profiles. We have many scouts and scam artists,
funded by traditional venture capital, from Shark Tank, Stanford and SXSW, however to
understand that they have already hit their peak, and bringing down anyone, that is above in
stature, as a business technique, back to the bosses, that control their companies making it to
IPO, public markets. So if your investor has harassment and predator history, chances are slim,
they are going to make it through later rounds.

Chapter: Buy or not? Doing or not? Building it or not?
Coin, Politics, Tyranny, Disease: Business guidelines,
shrinking Psychology with cash to coin - Social
transformation: Virtue signaling #nft #web3 #metaverse -
Buy a Coin!

Show a child a box - They went to draw a line - Above it, fear. Above it - darkness, shady
character. Competing when already lost. A fake grin. Now keep walking searching for gold to
Infiniti. But when found, what to do with it? So humanity has to catch up - yoga, tao and startups.
But if missed the boat, virus is here. So what to do with investment returns? While you miss the
play. But maybe that is your game, so far from reality - Difficult to implement. That's why my
father is here, 2 of them, for now.



Chapter: Owning Vocabulary - The Art of
Entrepreneurship - #social #socialmedia #socialnetworks
#nft #web3 #metaverse #trumpsocial #snoopverse
#revoltsummit #blacklivesmatter #rainbowfamily #dna
#mrna upgrade

The art of entrepreneurship - Business. What money can't buy. When you get there. Buy a coin!
Write a book. Build a startup. Tao diet. Proper yoga - Endurance. Watching the game - viewing
tape is different. Rather why? Just do it, Nike commercial. The world awaits. Anxiety builds.
Criminal instincts arise. Its first day of the week, but what about me. Left alone. Need sympathy?
Why the cheapest only provide that. But look at them now. Who are they competing? Or
surviving? Or dying.

Chapter: With $230 billion missing - Cash market closed
on weekend - bit coin and after trading hours with small
investment firms like cashapp and robinhood on #SNL

The venture capital and entrepreneur risk mitigation of investment - Being threatened by society
however this is international business. Your 401k and price of food is affected. My father said,
weekend is for weak ends. Show us work ethic, "to die for", he says again.

Chapter: Startup Ideas: Pixel Project #javascript #web3
#api - #venturecapital #marketplace & #exchange with
#startupschool - buy a coin!

The epitome of idea: Coming to all humans based on association - The entrepreneur that is



hungry to implement validates the proof of concept - The venture capital decide on the long tail -
Because they don't implement lean startup and agile development. So they follow water fall
model. However most of the time get stuck, like Mark Zuckerburg because the idea was copied
hence never understood social media - Missed the mark for 13 years.

Chapter: Building a Career - Looking for a Job - After the
Pandemic - Identifying Education and Location

After coming out of the pandemic, where the birds are flying eagerly over McDonalds, a great
place to connect with other hard working people, young, eager to learn, best manners,
energetically, physically, mentally and spiritually. The same pattern exists for other locations,
Starbucks, Denny's, which allowed free internet access to people, helping them connect with
loved ones. Compared to other towns, now deserted, which didn't allow simple benefits, in order
to get ahead, now struggling and creating dogmas, for their towns, and discouraging people from
taking vaccine, as a death wish. The pattern exists for Democrats and Republicans, nationwide,
when you have billionaires that only counted their bitcoin and allowed external countries to buy
American venture capitals for free.

Chapter: Career Management - Corporate Title - Cash vs
Coin Psychology - Trade allowance at Work -
Understanding Entrepreneurship - Social Projection -
Action vs Talking - spouse is watching vs kids - #nft
#web3 #metaverse facade

The eternal life, like in the movies: dune, the eternals and matrix trilogy - Humans are measured
on accomplished.



Chapter: Crowd Sourcing NFT Business Model -
Investment / Angel Investors / Term Sheets / Series A /
Keiretsu Forum - Deal Flow

Crowd Sourcing - NFT WEB3 Business Model - Launch a shop, sell NFT, aggregate early
investors and adopters - Run Customer Development Sprint - Build MVP (minimal viable
product) - iterate on feedback - Attract angel investors - Equity - Pitch to Keiretsu Forum for
Series A - 10 year company road map - Merger and Acquisitions - Umbrella Investment Model
to Support any Business Life Style - Longer Bets on Blockchain - Crypto Technology Software -
Web3 and Metaverse - Creating new Worlds - Art, Education and Science - Emotional
Intelligence - World wide - Teaching - Mentoring - Entrepreneurship - Leverages Relationships -
Supporting Families - Love and Peace.

Chapter: Venture Capital Reaction - Economic Recession
& #NBA #NFT #dogecoin

At Shop Ventures NFT, watching our work with NASA, super confidential, compared to NFT
markets. Before we started the work, we were in NFT, now in NFT2. We were in web3 before -
Jack Dorsey, twitter founder already suggested web5 and Marc Andreessen, web4. One venture
capital from Silicon Valley, San Francisco and Mountain View area, says, "note: if i haven't
responded to your first cold pitch email, and your 2nd and 3rd reminders, then maybe i'm not
gonna... so please fucking stop.". In response, the other venture capital, also sort of part of NBA
Golden State Warriors ownership, shows picture of, with another venture capital on the airplane.
An old CEO, part wanna be venture capital, says, "Shocking. Our country is moving backwards
in time at nearly every turn possible." Another VC, tried to explain Roe vs Wade, "i strongly
agree with roe v. wade and i don't agree with it being overturned--very sad day but it exposes a
flaw in our system both times--the supreme court as unelected lifetime-appointment legislative
body (turns out you can even mis-state your views under oath!) is not good".



Chapter: Identifying *bottom* Investors and Recruiters -
#nft #web3 #metaverse - Compared to preferred vendors
#socialmedia

Investors and recruiters have one thing in common - A dime a dozen. However, the deal flow
goes through preferred vendor. Its the dealer of choice in long term. The conversion rate is
always higher. The difference between A and B players is understood by, "full stack java - please
see http://bookly.love and resume".

Chapter: Psychology of #freemium vs Freedom: #business
models - #nft #web3 #metaverse

As we continue our customer development, talking to people with experience - Brand, resume or
small business, we are getting to know the power of owning your own or strive for one day -
However the reality is that you want to look for copy cats in relationship - For example, Dr Dre
& Eminem, now super bowl with it's own set of adversaries - Directive behavior that leads to
change - Inner across puscifier, tool and a perfect circle.

Chapter: Psychology of Pitching - Earned Dollar - #nft
#web3 #metaverse - Social Hierarchy - Job Fears -



Winners & Losers - Results in Abnormal Behavior -
#adhd #fomo #sociopathic #nba #snl #blacklivesmatter
#rainbowfamily

In between all the venture capital that can't sleep on Saturday night and "the pipe is getting
shorter in 6 months", you can't help but look - See with your own eyes and mind - Validation.
Use your own mind to decipher. If you are not technical enough, hiring the right people and
partner with the best to make it through the turmoil. But if you are investing in wrong people,
you have to turn out of it. It happens in entrepreneurship. But pivot allows you to turn and open
new doors.

Chapter: Cameron Tapia - Entrepreneur and Mentor

Cameron Tapia stage name “The Shepard” is the CEO and founder of Ecosoul Records; a
forward thinking independent record label that creates music with the intent of inspiring self
love, good health, and wealth within our communities. As the Creative Founder and CEO,
Cameron upholds the companies vision by creating a culture unlike any other. A man who puts
his team on his back, Cameron, has worked extensively to build a guild surrounding conscious
values and dedication to the betterment of our communities and planet alike. As a self taught
musician and multi-instrumentalist, Cameron, knows what it takes to climb out of the valley and
reach the peak of the mountain. His music blends alternative-pop and hip-hop genres to forge an
original soundscape that is a breath of fresh air for the industry. After years of diligent study of
the music market, Cameron is ready to make his entry to a larger audience with an VISION so
BIG it could save the world! As a humanitarian he intends to inspire hope, unite community, and
build value in those who seek positive change and influence in our world.<br><br> Click the link
below to stream The Shepard or visit his website for more details and investment opportunities.
<br><br> <a href="https://linktr.ee/theshepardsoul">https://linktr.ee/theshepardsoul</a>
<br><br> website: <a href="https://ecosoulrecords.com/">https://ecosoulrecords.com/</a>

Chapter: China Funds vs American Venture Capital - Deal



Flow and United Kingdom cc #g20 #cern #nft #metaverse
#web3 #mRNA

With NFT, WEB3, mRNA and metaverse - Lots of competition in the venture capital industry -
Investors getting furious, understanding of the technologies. But this time a rare phenomena is
happening - Some technical folks are out of reality. With China pulling back the investment
money, bringing it back to the Government - There are many Chinese trolls and spies still left in
the Silicon Valley - Bridging the understanding with mainland China, Taiwan and trying to
negotiate some common understanding, moving forward, taking advantage of the American
privilege. The demoralization with China, with inter-racial marriages, has opened a door for
common American to mix the new culture, with ancient Chinese culture, now mixed with Tao
and Yoga from India - The understanding being an American is limited. There was a time, a
golden era, when the margins for "not understanding" something, was large, in curiosity, but now
that the specification of metaverse, WEB3, mrna and NFT is out - All the software venture
capitals, that don't have enough technology stack to back their promises are struggling.
Partnering with mafia style business, all over the world, to make a margin. Meanwhile, the
United States Government is watching very closely.

Chapter: Venture capital Deadlock 2022 - Two sides of
equal measure - Locked on Resources - #ukraine #nft
#web3 #crypto

In a microcasm, the venture capital model representing the whole, there is a deadlock on
resources; Media wars are the result. Till media is captured, resources are going to shuffle. They
are going to continue to churn, till the deadlock is removed. Example is a jam packed set of
venture capital, hungrily waiting on social media, deadlocked on news and resources in 2022.

Chapter: Social media and Recruiting - Utilizing
platforms build personal brand - A measure of Success vs



not, e.g. Ukraine crises cc #nft #web3 #metaverse

We have seen all kinds of psychosis - In the past year. In all tiers, whether going it or not,
including wife and kids - Social anxiety.

Chapter: Venture Capital Gains - #ukraine #immigration
freedom - #eu #entrepreneurship #investments #g20
#brics opportunity family - new life #startups #nft #web3

As Russian attack continues and migrate to various countries and working towards startup
schools, there is lots of money in Europe. With the new freedom, similar to Syria for Ukraine,
there are many social services available, upon arrival.

Chapter: Venture Capital Insurance - Predators and Drop
Outs of Investments - Free Market cc #sharktank #china
#america #NFT #mRNA #WEB3 #metaverse
#multiverses #crypto #cryptocurrency #startups
#blacklivesmatter #socialmedia #sxsw #Stanford

We have a lot of sympathy for Venture Capitalists and Scouts - Dropouts of #Stanford, #MIT -
SXSW. Spying on investors for decades, only to be left in the dark, when China pulls back
money, from Soft Bank and Sequoia, many scouts will be working for governments. It will be
very essential for these venture capitalists, with predatory history, of harassments, sexual
allegations, from shows like Shark Tank. Clean the image for investments, for bigger players,
namely Government ETFs, which are long term strategy for United States bonds, and some of it
also in stocks. Since we are in a free market, the illegal and criminal activities of venture capitals
might continue - Only to get into law trouble for 2022.



Chapter: Business Models Measurement - #NFT #WEB3
#metaverse #marketplace - Crowd Sourcing and Funding
#startups - Deal Flow - Tiers seed, Series A, B. C and
Terms

Working with many venture capital, past virtue signaling only to realize the fake baits of
immortality - Everything is measured on merit and not so structured like working a job. People
don't allow free thinking in a panicked society - However the competition is large - Investors
can't sleep. If you are in technology, best time to build a startup. Work your network to get
people and money with crowd sourcing and funding. Get lead angel investors for seed round and
pitch to keiretsu forum for higher rounds. Join our entrepreneur program - Checkout bookly and
click on the banner - Buy a coin.

Chapter: Shop Ventures Metaverse - NFT Marketplace /
Blockchain $5000 Coin Pay Now!

Nft Market place as crowd funding (venture capital) or source (technology) for blockchain.
Companies are wrapping their core competency with nft, web3 and metaverse - we can build
metaverse from shop - $5000 coin

Chapter: Business Model - Venture Capital? $1 Billion
Rounds, Buy House, White Collar, Top Down vs #NFT,



#WEB2, #metaverse, #crypto, #multiverses #Invest in
#Entrepreneurship #Hustle e.g. Food Stall, Grass Roots,
Ground Up

As we study the wave of WEB3, NFT, metaverse, crypto and multiverses - We realize that most
venture capitalists, that now have all become bloggers, and podcast hosts: Can't afford to invest.
The venture capital rounds are too expensive. The chances of making it to top rounds is very
slim, to a $500 Million Mattermark investment, where everyone bought homes. To recent $4
Billion, Clubhouse investment, where again, everyone bought homes, before any real reaction.
To the venture capital game is not on merit. So many entrepreneurs and angel investors, that are
currently funneling their time and money up the ladder, have very little chance of making it
through. Most entrepreneurs are just burning their own money in traditional venture capital
model, getting upset at their bosses, spilling out bean on social media, with negative energy and
trying to compete with Black Lives Matter.

Chapter: No more Gifts - How to spend $230 billion of
American Taxes - #Florida #Texas #California #Nebraska
#Maine #Illinois #Utah #Oregon #Nevada

Back in 2006, developing software for imaging algorithms at hi5, Marc Zuckerberg copied hot or
not and added viral formulas, while looking at our imaging algorithms for photo share and
albums. Many investors stream holed their investment into one point of greatness. I saw Marc
again in 2010 and he was so nervous to take a picture with me - Having worked at Bebo, the
building Twitter moved to after seeing Michael Birch exit at $850 million. Benchmark ventures
put $20 million and got $160 million in return. Marc was looking at me, later at happy hour,
astrally. So the message from the boss is: "no more gifts" having being blasted in the news by
Jack Dorsey, x-ceo of Twitter. Meanwhile, space boy and $230 billion, seems like an obvious
choice. Please invest local rather global, e.g. Canada, Sweden, Switzerland, etc.



Chapter: NFT Manager - Corporate & Small Business - A
new category in #social cc #trumpsocial #snoopverse #nft
#web3 #metaverse

We have opened up job openings for NFT manager on various social websites. The job title will
help us strategize as we walk through a river of venture capital, "blinded by thy light" with block
chain, metaverse, exchanges, build shops and write books.

Chapter: Using Tech To Improve Productivity - By Cody
from Techdeck.info

<div style="color:#000000;font-size:24px"> <h2><span style="font-size:36px">Using Tech To
Improve Productivity</span></h2> <br /> <strong>Entrepreneurs and small business owners are
notoriously tight on time, continually striving to make the most of every minute of every day.
While start-ups, in particular, require significant time and attention to get up and running, some
strategic planning can help ensure that as a business owner, you still have a healthy work-life
balance, and your employees have the flexibility they need as well. Technology can aid in this
effort. <a href="http://mytweetmark.com/"><span
style="color:#0000CD">Mytweetmark</span></a>&nbsp;</strong><strong>has put together the
following benefits and tips for using tech to improve productivity.</strong><br /> &nbsp;
<h2><span style="font-size:36px">Project Management Software</span></h2> <br />
<strong>Using programs and apps to track projects, especially those that focus
on&nbsp;</strong><strong><a href="http://mytweetmark.com/tasks/index"><span
style="color:#0000CD">agile development</span></a></strong><strong>, can be a time and
sanity-saving tool. Programs like Workfront, One Note, Slack, and Wrike are platforms that
allow multiple people to simultaneously access information, collaborate on projects, and create
timelines and task reminders. They also serve as central repositories for storing shared materials,
like drafts and timelines, as well as project collateral. In addition, these kinds of programs can
help you allocate workloads, create approval processes, and essentially keep everyone in the loop
from a project&rsquo;s start through completion. This is an especially good approach
for&nbsp;</strong><strong><a
href="https://www.talent-quarterly.com/5-myths-about-remote-work-busted/"><span
style="color:#0000CD">remote teams</span></a>.</strong><br /> &nbsp; <h2><span
style="font-size:36px">Communication Forums</span></h2> <br /> <strong>Technology
allows us to stay in touch from just about anywhere, at any time. <a
href="https://www.voipreview.org/free-web-conferencing"><span



style="color:#0000CD">Video conferencing</span></a> features and communication platforms
like Zoom, Skype, and Microsoft Teams can keep individuals and teams connected, and promote
a collaborative work environment. With platforms that can be used across devices, and be
integrated with in-person meetings, there&rsquo;s never a reason for anyone to be out of contact
or out of touch. This speeds efficiency and frees up time.&nbsp;</strong><br /> &nbsp;
<h2><span style="font-size:36px">Productivity Enhancements</span></h2> <br />
<strong>Technology has come a long way in terms of creating ways to help us be more
productive. In addition to apps and programs that allow us to work from anywhere, the right
software can help you&nbsp;</strong><strong><a
href="https://quickbooks.intuit.com/desktop/enterprise/field-service-management/"><span
style="color:#0000CD">manage your workers</span></a></strong><strong>, create invoices on
the spot, and stay on top of schedules. This can especially come in handy if you&#39;re
managing field service technicians, as you need to stay updated on their location, work order
status, and type of work order being performed. While tech is sometimes blamed for keeping us
overly entrenched in our work, when used wisely, it can be an aid to keep us focused, improve
our professional skills, and in essence, teach us how to work smarter, not harder. This leaves time
for personal and family involvement, both of which allow us to recharge, refresh, and be more
effective professionals.&nbsp;</strong><br /> &nbsp; <h2><span
style="font-size:36px">Financial Management Tools</span></h2> <br /> <strong>Many
operational systems can be automated or augmented by technology, saving you both time and
money. Employing a payroll system can save you headaches and stress, regardless of the size of
your staff. The right program can track timesheets and simplify management functions. A system
with a&nbsp;</strong><strong><a
href="https://tappublisher.com/blog/why-mobile-apps-are-so-popular/26"><span
style="color:#0000CD">mobile app</span></a>&nbsp;</strong><strong>lets you handle these
tasks on-the-go, and when paired with software integration and real-time reporting, you can save
time while being highly organized. This is especially beneficial come tax time, and you&rsquo;ll
be better positioned to track expenditures and stay on budget.</strong><br /> <br /> <br />
<strong>We live in a fast-paced world in which the lines between work and home can often
become blurred. For those looking to develop fulfilling long-term careers, Psychology Today
says finding a&nbsp;</strong><strong><a
href="https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/understand-other-people/201901/the-importance-self-love"><span
style="color:#0000CD">balance</span></a>&nbsp;</strong><strong>is critical, not only to
personal health and wellbeing, but for professional creativity and rewarding work. Technology,
when used in a smart and thoughtful way, can aid in this effort.</strong><br /> &nbsp;<br />
&nbsp; <div style="color:#000000"><strong><a href="http://mytweetmark.com/"><span
style="color:#0000CD">Mytweetmark</span></a>&nbsp;</strong><strong>can be an asset for
customer development, agile development, and venture capital funding. Explore the tools that we
offer on our website!</strong></div> <br /> <strong>Photo by <a
href="https://pixabay.com/illustrations/stopwatch-time-management-time-5382626/"><span
style="color:#0000CD">Pixabay</span></a></strong></div>



Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT - Triple DAO -
Decentralized Autonomous Organization - Data Model -
for Alpha models and Beta (son) - TAO - Data Access
Objects - #nft #web3 #metaverse

At Shop Ventures NFT - Now extending to decentralized autonomous organization - A
corporation, DAO, triple tao, data access objects - By privileges, mRNA to work with Tesla
energy grids, for future megaverse design, NFT and WEB3.

Chapter: Global Sales - China and Ali Baba

Recent issue with Jack Ma, Ali Baba and Chinese Government has opened up a huge opportunity
for US. Ali Baba is the largest sales, retail store. When you think about Chinese goods, and how
they get transferred into worldwide markets, Ali Baba is a major initiative, creating huge
presence worldwide. With this disruption, there is a huge opportunity for US startups, to get into
the delta of opportunities. Most of this work will be done with partners. We are connected to
major Chinese news sources, for example @xhnews on twitter and this shake down, hopefully
runs in our favor, because currently we are at a state of sharing global resources. Silicon Valley is
known to have connections, between San Francisco, California and Beijing, China. Russia also,
invested heavily into news sources, like RT, @rt_com on twitter. This shakedown will be a turn
key for global business.

Chapter: Conditions - Startup Journey & Entrepreneur:
#nft #web3 #metaverse #rainbowfamily #blacklivesmatter
- Pressure from society - Sociopathic if not

Fighting conditions to become whole - Working for someone else or some belief being delusion -
When put out in the world, of social. Hush, don't say don't tell, a pattern from the past. Let it all



out - What is there to hide - Is freedom whether you have or not - But see, if someone else has or
not, technology and business, can you let go of your conditioning, and like Michael Jordan, just
do it? Its Dre Day today, "motherfuckers".

Chapter: Design for UX, UI - WEB3 - Framework for
#NFT, #Metaverse & #Crypto - A Façade with Web,
WWW and Web2 Design Palette

As we continue pioneering with design patterns for NFT, metaverse, e.g. SnoopVerse and WEB3
- We are running into a human façade - A psychology of UX/UI, user experience and user
interface, with the brightest minds in technology and news, NyTimes for example, with WEB1
design palette and Facebook as WEB2, startups and corporate world. So we are offering a new
package: Pay $2000 for NFT, WEB3, metaverse shop, write a book: $500 or read a book, $10.
Get in our startup accelerator program! Buy some coins!!

Chapter: Media: Social, Functional, Dysfunctional,
Criminal, News, Political, Technical, Business, Spiritual,
Music, Video, Photos, Multimedia - #nft #web3
#metaverse

At Shop Ventures - Our experience with leading multimedia teams from software engineering,
music, photos and videos + writing the social book for Hillary Clinton, 7 years later, after visiting
Brigham Young University and meeting Computer Science and MBA students - By sticking with
American education system, being structured - Invited to USDS and SFDS, federal and state
digital services, we need to open structured curriculum in university to study these patterns
further, especially criminal and news - Social media.



Chapter: Business Models - Crowd Sourcing vs Funding -
Water Fall vs Lean Startup and Agile Development -
Pivot on Resources - #nft #web3 #metaverse

With traditional business model: In case or Facebook or meta, we are seeing a collapse of
resources - Not enough resources to compete with market expectations - A total sellout, loss of
$200 billion - I blame the failure to interview process, not hiring the correct resources -
Compared to us. We have established a team of all-star players in our startup school - Crowd
Source our NFT WEB3 metaverse marketplace projects, pitch to venture capital for funding.
Meanwhile, collecting investments to crowd fund our projects.

Chapter: Diversifying Investments - Earth Burning +28
years - Real estate (fraction of interest) vs Technology cc
Ukraine crises - Socioeconomic changes cc #nft #web3
#metaverse

By building relationships and partnerships, in the turnkey society, investments are key - To
receive commitment and learning - In turmoil, greatest rewards, like nft.

Chapter: White Paper - Multiverses for Corporates, Media
and Startups



There are many metaverses that are being created today. Facebook, Microsoft, Nike, Snoop
Dogg, Military, South Korean BBQ and many others, are creating their own version of a
metaverse. Facebook is trying to own it, however, we haven't seen much from them recently.
Perhaps design their metaverse, however, we have to account for many other verses, for example,
spaceX verse, which started the whole NFT, WEB3 and metaverse movement. Recently, Jack
Dorsey, CEO of Twitter, with bitcoin, and now WEB3, looking to build, architect and design the
next set of metaverses. For this to happen, we have created an Object Model (OO),
Object-oriented principles, defining the Verse Object. Like in Bible, Word, or Word Object.
With this new set of mRNA API, we are going to get lots of information from the Verse Object.
A few methods on the Verse Object, getName(), gives you the name of the metaverse, for
example Facebook. getStatus() is another method, that gives you the current state, for example
Facebook would be, "design". getOwner() will get you property rights, of everything you need to
know. getSecurity() will get you privileges.

Chapter: Venture Capital Forecast 2022 - #NFT #WEB3
#mRNA #metaverse - #multiverses #Facebook
#Microsoft #Nike #SnoopVerse

As we look at the landscape for Venture Capital investments 2021 - We can create a flow chart
of investments in 2022. With NFT, WEB3, metaverse on the rise, by Facebook, Microsoft, Nike,
Snoop Dogg and many others, many venture capitalists have to gamble for their 10 years return.
Notice that many venture capitalists didn't make it to bonds ETF round by United States and
Australia governments - Many venture capital funds have to look at bottom deals, building up
Fintech companies. However, the competition is hard, and there are bitcoin trillionaires, that now
they have to compete with. Lots of startup schools have gone out of business, bringing down
internet and venture capital investments. However, the best investor always wins. Good luck with
your picks in 2022 and whatever boss you report to, door keepers of the IPO market, perhaps.

Chapter: Business Rules - Legal Practices - Management
Style - Federal, State and International Laws - Strong and



Weak Players #nft #web3 #metaverse

When the daily startup battles at the tip of FCC and SEC.

Chapter: China, Sequoia, Soft Bank, Jack Ma, Xi and
Space Station: mRNA Testing with California Venture
Capitals - Future Investments

As the Space race intensifies, the amount of money poured into Silicon Valley, California and the
results - In connection with China's interests and future space investments, in relation with
Chinese International Space Station, where all other projects are PoC - Proof of Concepts, till
they get merged into A Government. For that, proper procedures need to be met - In relations
with Space Force - Future interests integration, including Bitcoin. Please submit a government
proposal to proper government agencies. Apply for grants, where required.

Chapter: Social vs Sociopath - Sociology ADHD FOMO -
Brain Testing #mRNA #nft #web3 #metaverse

Lots of recent events - From brain testing by neurolink and mRNA particle being too large and
the recent deaths of the retarded monkeys - With meta confusion on metaverse to Peter Thiel
kicked out of the board. Last but not least, Jack Dorsey let go from Twitter and recent push from
government data, the monkey testing handled by USDA. Are you social or not? If not, is that
causing ADHD and FOMO? The venture capital are tossing the word, sociopath. Social is a
person - Sociopath - "I'd", a path. That could have criminal penalties. Usually associated with s
dollar figure. Gain or loss with social penalties. Especially if sociopathic behavior past social
media sites like Wikipedia or LinkedIn and news websites. Allowing sociopaths open business
for others and also themselves. Can't find a job, otherwise.



Chapter: Testing Buyer Marketplace: #nft #metaverse
#web3 - celebrity products vs services - #leanstartup
#customerdevelopment - Long term #software
#investment - #startupschool #accelerator - conversion
rates - human population #IQ #EQ - why not?

With the launch of our new platform, we have sent hundreds of messages, texts to our social
network and found interesting buyer data - This will allow us to further pivot our software - As
investor update, we are long vs short sales.

Chapter: Social Networks - Free Service - Database
Listing and Connections - Fighting Governments - #nft
#web3 #metaverse

With the decline of social networks - Focused back on private labels, to build their own empire
rather relying on free services that sell your data for revenue. There was a time when we wanted
to be celebrity - Overtime, seeing the affects of social media - By acts, personal life is changed,
whether good or bad. Trying to get venture capital off of it - Think Nft, web3 and metaverse has
been hard. Especially now brands are in it, music, sports, etc.


